WELCOME!

RESO 2015 SPRING CONFERENCE
SHOW-N-TELL

Rob Overman
CTO
Lone Wolf Real Estate Technologies
Use #RESO15 to grow your personal network and spread the word that you are committed to the industry!

Feel free to share quotes and takeaways from sessions, share pictures, and to connect with other attendees.

Follow us on Twitter!

@RESO_RETS
SHOW-N-TELL IPAD SPONSOR

MLS
CHARTS.COM

demo with your data in 72hrs
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

• New to Spring Conference
• Reception Immediately following Show-N-Tell @ Camelot Room, Intercontinental Hotel
• All Conference Sessions @ Seville Ballroom, Intercontinental Hotel
• New for Spring Conference
  • Dale L. Ross (CEO of RPR), along with Marty Frame (RPR) and Cary Sylvester (Keller Williams) discussing AMP and Upstream
  • Broker Panel Hosted by Marilyn Wilson, WavGroup
  • Web API
• Zillow Group Hosted Reception @ Untitled Supper Club Wednesday
• Show-N-Tell Recognition & Awards Wednesday 4:10pm
SHOW-N-TELL PROGRAM

• Established Vendor Show-N-Tell 1:15pm-3:15pm
• Established Vendor Voting 3:15pm
• Break 3:15pm-3:37pm
• Incubator Vendor Show-N-Tell 3:27pm-5:15pm
• Incubator Vendor Voting 5:15pm
• Closing 5:30pm
SHOW-N-TELL PRESENTERS

► Established Vendors
  ► Bridge Interactive
  ► Onboard Informatics
  ► ShowingTime
  ► Retsly
  ► Homes.Com
  ► Zillow Group
  ► MLS Touch
  ► Virtual Properties
  ► Homesnap
  ► 10K

► Incubator Vendors
  ► TLC Engine
  ► Realhound
  ► HOODQ
  ► Marketplace Homes
  ► Yodata
  ► Realty APX
  ► MLSListings, Inc.
  ► Realty ISP
  ► ListingConnect